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LG 75UP75006LC.AEK TV 190.5 cm (75") 4K Ultra HD Smart TV Wi-
Fi Black

Brand : LG Product code: 75UP75006LC.AEK

Product name : 75UP75006LC.AEK

LG 75" UP75 LED TV

LG 75UP75006LC.AEK TV 190.5 cm (75") 4K Ultra HD Smart TV Wi-Fi Black:

1. Dazzling 4K Ultra HD
Experience vibrant picture quality in dazzling detail with up to 4K clarity.

2. Absorbing and atmospheric sound quality
LG’s AI Sound feature puts you right at the centre of the action, creating an absorbing atmosphere in
any room.

3. LG’s webOS smart platform
Access all of your must-have apps like Freeview Play, NOW TV, Netflix, Prime Video, Disney+, Twitch and
more on LG’s easy-to-use webOS smart platform.

4. Instant movie theatre with FILMMAKER mode and HDR
Turn any room into an instant movie theatre with LG’s FILMMAKER mode and HDR, adding depth and
richness to any film.

5. Google Assistant and Alexa compatible
Control your TV with Google Assistant and Alexa Smart speaker compatibility.
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